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Busy Arid Lands Group
Adds to College's Diversity

Photograph: Bryan Brown of the Applied
Remote Sensing Program scans an area

at the western end of the Grand Canyon.
Ground-level surveys of plant varieties at

selected sites were matched with high-
altitude photos to draw up detailed

vegetation maps for the whole national
park. (Photo by Peter Warren.)

The UA Office of Arid Lands Studies (OALS), with projects rang-
ing from Tumble logs to data base access, has joined with the College of
Agriculture.

UA President Dr. John P. Schaefer announced the merger in No-
vember. OALS had been an independent unit since its start in 1964.
With the merger, OALS Director Dr. Jack D. Johnson became an as-
sociate dean of the College of Agriculture.

Not all OALS programs are agricultural. But, said Johnson, "We
are very committed to a better utilization of arid areas, and the best
way to use them in many cases is by increasing agricultural use through
developing new agricultural crops and technologies adapted to arid con-
ditions. This type of work is within the function of the College of Ag-
riculture." Nearly a fourth of the world's land is desert, chaparral or
shrub land where conventional crop production is limited.

OALS and the College of Agriculture have shared several desert
agriculture projects in the past. "However," said Ag Dean Dr. Bartley
P. Cardon, "our cooperation has been limited somewhat by not being
in the same administrative unit. By joining the two parts into one
whole, we'll have a more concerted approach."

Most OALS projects are interdisciplinary efforts to meet specific
types of needs. Current work is in four major programs: the Bioenergy
Research Facility; the Applied Remote Sensing Program; the Labora-
tory of Native Development, Systems Analysis and Applied Technolo-
gy; and the Arid Lands Information Center. The office also administers
a Ph.D. program in Arid Lands Resource Sciences that offers students
wide choices for specialization.
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Energy and Chemicals From Desert Plants
The 40-acre Bioenergy Research Facility (BRF) near the Tucson

International Airport has become the center for OALS efforts to eval-
uate plants that can grow under arid conditions and be useful sources
of chemicals or energy.

The facility has been designed to handle every aspect of develop-
ing new bioenergy crops, from initial selection of plants to design of
commercial-scale processing equipment.

With funding from the Diamond Shamrock Corporation and other
sources, BRF has screened more than 200 species of arid lands plants.
The screening has identified several categories of plants that produce
high levels of commercially valuable chemicals, says BRF Director Dr.
Joseph J. Hoffmann. The next steps are finding the best ways to grow
some of these selected plants and the best ways to process and use their
valuable components.

Two potential arid-land bioenergy crops that are further along in
development than most others are gopher plant and tumbleweed. Each
represents a different developmental approach and a different type of
product.

Before 1978, gopher plant (Euphorbia lathyris) was found to con-
tain hydrocarbons similar to crude petroleum. However, it is not native
to the hot Southwest and the first test plantings here succumbed to
fungal disease aggravated by heat and water stress. Two years of study-
ing the plant's growing needs paid off with a winter crop last year that
produced six tons of dry matter per acre with about 28 inches of irri-
gation. Knowing the growing requirements of the plant in addition to
its chemical content has allowed more complete assessment of its
economic potential. For gopher plant, the potential now looks lower
than for some plants that are native to the Southwest, according to
Hoffmann.

Growing tumbleweed is no problem. Southwestern farmers
plagued by this quick-spreading plant have trouble getting it not to
grow. It is tolerant of heat and drought. The bioenergy developers'
task has been to find a way to use it as fuel, since it does not produce
any valuable chemicals to be extracted. At the BRF, tumbleweed is
being chopped up, then pressed into a cylindrical shape and cut into
convenient lengths for use as logs in fireplaces and woodstoves. These
"Tumble logs" have been distributed in Arizona this winter for testing
consumer acceptance.

Other plant material such as pecan hulls, cotton gin trash or the
leftovers after valuable chemicals have been extracted from hydrocar-
bon crops, can also be pressed into logs or other forms for burning. One
aim of BRF researchers is to see that every part of the plant gets used
some way. Fermentation to produce alcohol and bacterial digestion to
produce methane are other methods being tested for turning appro-
priate biomass into useful fuels.

All of the plants being studied as possible energy crops are intend-
ed for use on currently non-productive land, says Hoffmann. Plants
that need little or no irrigation and those that can use salty water get
the highest priorities for development.

The increasing costs and dwindling supplies of fossil fuels will
increase the value of renewable bioenergy. Finding ways to grow
economical energy sources on arid land could put that land to good use
and help keep productive land elsewhere free to grow food.

Research assistant Sergio Luna checks the
progress of an extraction process on the
Bioenergy Research Facility's batch ex-
tractor. (Photo by Ted Bundy.)
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Right: At the Bioenergy Research Facility,
Dr. Barbara Timmerman percolates sol-

vents through samples from various desert
milkweeds to extract and compare hydro-

carbon chemicals in the samples. (Photo by
Ted Bundy.)

Below: The milky latex from a gopher
plant leaf contains some of the valuable

components of crude petroleum. (Photo by
Paul Mirocha.)
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OALS Associate Director Dr. Kennith Foster notes, "A critical
link in the development of a new industry is an assessment of the social,
environmental and technological impact of that industry." He has led
technology assessments for both jojoba and guayule to anticipate how
these fledgling industries may affect the state and nation. Now he is
leading a similar project involving the developing guayule industry in
Mexico.

Studying the Earth from the Air
The Applied Remote Sensing Program (ARSP) of OALS special-

izes in the use of information from satellites and aircraft for studying
and managing natural resources in arid lands. ARSP experts have helped
many public agencies in Arizona, other states, and other countries. The
program also emphasizes the teaching and improvement of remote
sensing techniques.

Landsat satellites continuously measure the light and other rays
reflected by the Earth. They can record this reflected radiation at
several different wavelengths from an area as small as 1.1 acre. Such in-
formation, along with aerial photography, is the raw material of remote
sensing. "Analysts add enough on-the-ground observations to under-
stand what the various patterns on aerial photos or satellite images
signify in terms of physical features such as vegetation types or land
uses," explains ARSP Director Dr. Charles F. Hutchinson. "Other infor-
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mation, such as land ownership or climate data, can be included in the
analysis, too."

ARSP uses these techniques to answer specific natural resource
questions on contract or on request. Last year, for the State Land De-
partment, ARSP's Linda Leigh determined a way to inventory mes-
quite trees using satellite data, then mapped mesquite growing in the
Altar Valley southwest of Tucson. The map shows mesquite growth
according to amounts of wood being produced, and indicates land
ownership.

Similarly, ARSP has mapped dust sources around Tucson and soil-
erosion sites in Tanzania, among dozens of other projects. Many of
these problem-solving projects require innovations in the techniques for
analyzing remotely sensed data.

Vegetation maps prepared by ARSP for Grand Canyon National
Park have helped the Park Service save time and money. The maps
were finished last summer after four years of work that included on-
the-ground surveys of plants at nearly 1,500 sample sites. The park
has more than one million acres, and much of it is virtually inaccessible
for direct field studies. However, by using remote sensing techniques,
David Mouat, Karen Reichardt and Peter Warren were able to draw
reliable vegetation maps for the whole area.

The Park Service has used the ARSP map of North Rim forests
to design a fire-management plan that should save $150,000 in fire con-
trol costs in the next 10 years. By showing that spruce-fir forests
occupied a far larger area than had been previously thought, the map
also helped park officials decide how to avoid unneeded costs and eco-
logical disturbance in spraying for spruce budworm. Researchers have
already used the vegetation maps in studies of birds and squirrels, too.

Besides using remote sensing techniques, ARSP teaches them to
other people.

For example, last year ARSP demonstrated to the State Depart-
ment of Water Resources how satellite data could be used to identify
irrigated lands, using the Cortaro-Marana Water Conservation District
as an example. Consequently, that department got its own computer
software for using satellite data regularly.

Much of ARSP's educational effort is in workshops, short courses
and seminars. In 1980, it gave workshops around the country for the
U.S. Bureau of Land Management. In 1981, it developed a training cur-
riculum for a division of the U.S. Geological Survey.

UA graduate students can minor in remote sensing. The Remote
Sensing Committee oversees this graduate program and coordinates
other remote sensing activities on campus. The committee has 13 facul-
ty members from 10 different university divisions, including ARSP and
the College of Agriculture's Laboratory for Remote Sensing and Com-
puter Mapping.

Indian Programs
NADSAT is OALS's Laboratory of Native Development, Systems

Analysis and Applied Technology.
It has helped the Hopi Indians map out the natural resources on

their reservation, helped the Yavapai-Prescott Indians assess and use the
potential for sand and gravel mining on their land, and helped Pima and
Maricopa Indians turn the operation of their Gila River Arts and Crafts
Center from red ink to black.

Satellite images of the Baboquivari Peak
area. Top: unenhanced image. Bottom:
image enhanced by a computer program to
increase contrast, highlighting drainage pat-
terns. Both shots show the same area, with
the peak at left and the Altar Valley on the
right. The Applied Remote Sensing Program
used these images (larger, multi-color
copies) in its assessment of mesquite growth
in southern Arizona.
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Photograph: Kathy Clay groups Tumble-
logs as they emerge from a "densifier"

machine that shapes and squeezes chopped
tumbleweed into fuel logs. (Photo by

Paul Mirocha.)
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NADSAT takes on such projects at the request of the tribes. In all,
NADSAT has worked on 43 self-help projects with 23 tribes in five
states since it was formed in 1976.

"From the start, the program has helped tribes evaluate their op-
tions for developing the natural resources on their reservations," says
NADSAT Director Michael E. Norvelle. Many of these projects have
been funded by the U.S. Economic Development Administration
"More recently, with the support of the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, we
have been helping tribes learn and apply business-management tech-
niques for tribal enterprises."

The underlying goal of NADSAT is to increase tribes' self-suffic-
iency. While solving specific problems, the projects also demonstrate
techniques of resource analysis and business management that tribes
can use to solve similar problems in the future. At least one tribal mem-
ber works closely with the NADSAT staff throughout each project.

NADSAT's core staff often recruits or contracts additional help
from other parts of the university, from government agencies or from
private companies.

Projects on the Yavapai-Prescott Indian Reservation show ex-
amples of this cooperation. The UA Mining and Geological Engineering
Department helped analyze the potential for mining sand and gravel
deposits on the reservation. Later, the UA College of Business and Pub-
lic Administration helped draw up recommendations for the tribe's leas-
ing arrangements with private mining contractors.

Advice from private industry helped NADSAT help the Gila River
Indians last year. The tribe's Gila River Arts and Crafts Center on Inter-
state 10 was operating at a $30,000 annual loss. NADSAT requested
help from Fred Harvey, Inc., a company that markets concessions and
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services at several national parks. The company provided two consult-
ants at no charge. Their recommendations included increasing the per-
centage of lower-cost items for sale. NADSAT also got recommenda-
tions from an experienced restaurant manager for ways to improve ef-
ficiency in the Arts and Crafts Center's restaurant. After adopting many
of the suggestions in NADSAT's report, the center started showing a
$20,000 net annual profit.

Other projects in which NADSAT has provided information to
help tribes develop their natural resources include expansion of agri-
cultural production on the Papago Reservation in Arizona and the de-
velopment of a marina operated by the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of
Nevada.

Access to Information
Valley National Bank wanted information about the future of ag-

riculture in Arizona. An Easterner wrote to ask where he could grow
jojoba. A British consulting firm working for the Sultanate of Oman re-
quested material about runoff irrigation applicable to Oman.

The Arid Lands Information Center (ALIC) answered all these
requests, and hundreds of others, last year. Actually, just part of the
ALIC did, the reference section. Librarian Elaine Cook and her small
staff answer such questions for a fee or for free, depending on the size
of the job. For the bank, they provided a long bibliography plus copies
of many of the listed articles. For the prospective jojoba grower, they
had a preprinted handout, because dozens of people ask the same
jojoba questions each month.

ALIC shares with the UA Main Library a wide-ranging collection
of materials about arid lands. was built by for-
mer ALIC director Patricia Pay lore. ALIC also has direct access to more
than 150 computer data bases, each with a bibliography or collection of
summarized articles in a particular field. Major data bases are available
in the areas of agriculture, water resources, surface mining and many
others.

For the past two years, the center has been building a compre-
hensive data base about arid lands by co-publishing a monthly listing,
Arid Lands Development Abstracts (just Arid Lands Abstracts before
1982). Each month it contains summaries prepared by the ALIC staff
of some 400 recent articles, books or documents about arid lands.
Topics range from soils to urban planning. Current ALIC Director
Justin Wilkinson edits the journal, which has quickly gained world-
wide circulation and prestige. Its co-publisher is the London-based
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux, which publishes more than 40
other abstracting journals. They are all available through ALIC.

The Information Center, like all of OALS, operates on contracts,
fees and grants rather than budgeted state funds. ALIC recently com-
pleted one large job for the federally funded U.S. Man and the Bio-
sphere Committee: From written sources, researchers prepared environ-
mental profiles of 26 nations from El Salvador to Afghanistan.

Further information about OALS is available from the Office of
Arid Lands Studies, 845 North Park Avenue (at the western edge of the
UA campus), Tucson, Arizona 85719.
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A customer considers rugs at the Gila River
Indian Arts and Crafts Center near Ocotil-
lo. The Office of Arid Lands Studies helped
the center's tribal owners with an analysis
of marketing and management. (Photo by
Ted Bundy.)
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